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Hi <<First Name>>,

How are you doing? I read that most of us in quarantine are bored, or stressed by the
uncertainties created by the pandemic.
Fortunately, there are a few events that can make us smile or lift our moods during these
difficult times. One of them happens May 1: The International Sauvignon Blanc Wine Day.
So, what bottle of Sauvignon blanc will you open to celebrate?

This varietal wine is quite unusual for sensory scientists. Indeed, the wines often express
the grape variety unique flavors, passion fruit, grapefruit, or boxwood/cat pee, and a
distinct acid taste. Actually, these flavors are the ones you will likely experience when
tasting wines from Bordeaux or Sancerre in France.
Curious about these flavors? Learn more about the fruity aromas below.

Fruity Aromas
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The late Professor Dubourdieu from Bordeaux University, and a winegrower himself, was
the renown internationally specialist of Sauvignon blanc flavors. His research team worked
very hard to identify the flavor compounds responsible for the fruity notes of Sauvignon
blanc. This was a challenge because these aromas of the sulfur family needed to be freed
through the winemaking process from molecules called precursors present in the grape
berries. I learned from his students that he would qualify a wine typical of Sauvignon blanc
to have a retronasal feedback of the fruity aromas once you have swallowed. That became
my way of enjoying this wine style

New Zealand winegrowers have disrupted the Sauvignon blanc flavor repertoire in the
1990s by making wines with dominant green notes such as Asparagus, Cut Grass, or Green
bell pepper.
Curious about these flavors? Learn more about green aromas below.

Green Aromas

This particular style became the “New World” wine style and the signature of the
Marlborough wine region there. This wine style was initially discredited by the French
winemakers, some saying that these wines had faults and were not drinkable. Well, this
was a long time ago, and the fan base of New Zealand Sauvignon blanc wines have grown
over the years.

So, which style is your preferred Sauvignon blanc wine? Tell us by answering this quick
survey:

Which style is your preferred Sauvignon blanc wine?
1. Traditional flavor profile
2. New World flavor profile
3. Both of them
4. Not sure

Stay safe everyone!
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Cheers!

Isabelle
Your Wine Tasting Coach
Ask a question, get an answer
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